Abstract. Adaptive modulation control (AMC) has been proposed as the next generation modulation method for increasing network performance in cellular networks. Adaptive modulation is a powerful technique to improve the spectral efficiency in wireless transmission over fading channels. Similarly, it is possible to apply the adaptive modulation technique to Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme in order to enhance network performance and satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. In this paper, we investigate a novel call admission control (CAC) mechanism in the cellular networks using AMC. First, we build the system model in which takes into account to both CAC and AMC. Second, we verify that the CAC model can offer better performance by using adaptive modulation technique. Finally we prove our claim by numerical analysis.
Introduction
In multimedia wireless communication networks, the demand for high data rates and quality of service is growing at a rapid speed. In order to meet these needs, it is necessary to use more intelligent functions such as resource management, transmission technology, and network management. Thus, the proposed technology is Call Admission Control (CAC) with adaptive channel reservation (ACR) and adaptive modulation control(AMC). The modulation method in communication systems have been introduced to meet finite frequency spectrum and efficient power control. The modem composed by the modulation method has power margin to satisfy time-based variable channel requests. The technique to transmit data efficiently using this power margin is called adaptive modulation, which is to enhance QoS and system throughput by changing the modulation method adaptively according to the instantaneous propagation conditions, interference scenarios, and traffic or data rate requirements. That is, adaptive modulation techniques do not require additional resources such as power and bandwidth according to variable traffic environment. Many previous adaptive modulation schemes have been suggested to maximize the data rate and match transmission parameters to time-varying channel conditions related to variable-power and variable-rate [1] - [6] .
A CAC scheme deals with the problem of whether or not a call is accepted into the network while taking QoS constraints into account in a given cell capacity. Thus, the objective of CAC scheme is to minimize handoff-call-dropping probability (CDP) and new-call-blocking probability (CBP), and to maximize the utilization of the assigned cell capacity at the same time. Generally, reserved guard channel schemes in which a certain number of channels from overall cell capacity have to be reserved solely for the use of handoff and new calls for different services have proposed to minimize CDP and CBP [7] . This paper evaluates the performance of new CAC algorithm using the advantages of practical AMC environments. Without AMC schemes, the system allocates new different frequency channel to user when the quality of the communications channel degrades. If the new channel belongs to the same base station, this is referred to as an intracell handoff. If we use AMC techniques, the system can reuse the same frequency channel under worse channel degradation. This leads to decreasing intracell handoff as well as increasing the utilization of system resources. In this paper, we analyze the joint effects of CAC and AMC techniques considering the user distance and signal strength. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the traffic model and user mobility characteristics in Section 2. We present an analytical procedure to solve the two-state markov chain in Section 3, and suggest the CAC algorithm and adaptive channel reservations policy in Section 4. Numerical results are discussed in Section5, and finally draw concluding remarks in Section 5. The base station architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The idea behind adaptive modulation is to select a modulation mode according to the instantaneous radio channel quality [8] . We assume that different modulation is expressed by virtual region in a cell. Namely, calls in region A use modulation A. We assume that each cell is equipped with same C channels. For each cell k, there are two types of calls sharing these channels: the calls in region A using modulation A and the calls in region B using modulation B. h +h b )), respectively. Let C be the total number of channels and G a and G b be the dedicated channels for region A and region B traffic, respectively. Then, the system can be modelled as a two dimensional Markov process shown in Fig. 2 , characterized by {i, j}, where i and j are the numbers of calls in region A and B, respectively and the state space is represented by the set set
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x denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to x.
Handoff rate for Distance and Signal Strength
Generally, it is assumed that the new calls are arrived according to a Poisson process. However, the assumption of handoff or adaptive modulation change events being Poisson Process may no longer be practical. Some field studies [9] , [10] , [11] showed that the channel occupancy times having an influence on handoff or adaptive modulation change events are not exponentially distributed for cellular systems. Thus, handoff call traffic can be expressed as a arrival rate
is the average number of handoff calls induced [12] . Handoff or adaptive modulation change events initiation may be based on the distance between the mobile station and surrounding base stations, and the signal strengths the mobile station receives from base stations.
Itoh [13] proposed handoff algorithm that take account into distance and signal strength at the same time. Using Itoh [13] 's algorithm, we consider a network of two base station M and N separated by distance D, and a mobile station that is moving from A to B in a straight line with constant velocity (Fig. 3(a) ). The algorithm considered performs a moving from area A to B within cell M if both of the following conditions are met, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) .
1. if the measured signal strength from the adjacent area or base station exceeds that of the serving area or base station by a hysteresis level δ or (dB), respectively; 2. if the measured distance from the serving adjacent area or base station exceeds that of the adjacent area or station by a threshold distance α or β (m), respectively.
At a distance dm from base station M , the estimated distance from base stations M and N is given by
where n M and n N represent distance measurement error and are modeled as zero-mean independent white Gaussian processes with variance σ 2 N . The relative distance is defined as
where n = n M − n N is zero-mean white Gaussian process with variance σ 2 = 2σ 2 n . The signal levels received from base station M and N , are given by
Following the procedure used in [14] , let P h (k) denote the probability that there is a handoff at interval k. P M N (k) denotes the probability of handoff from M to N , and vice versa for P N M (k). Then, if P M (k) and P N (k) denote the probability that the mobile is assigned to base station M or N at interval k, the following recursive relations hold:
It is clear that once we find a way to compute P M N (k) and P N M (k), the problem is solved.
P AB (k), P BA (k) can be calculated in a similar fashion, i.e.,
It is clear that once we find a way to compute P AB (k) and P BA (k), the problem is solved.
Then, the handoff call attempt rate per cell is expressed as
3 Analysis with MMPP
The steady-state probability vector p is then partitioned as p = (p 0 , p l , ...). The vector p is the solution of equations
Where e and 0 are vectors of all ones and zeros, respectively, and Q is the transi-tion rate matrix of the Markov process which will be obtained for each allocation strategy. we can obtain the transition rate matrix Q of the Markov process
Let
We show some balance equations as follows.
Equations (15) maybe written concisely in matrix form. To do this define a set of (C − G a ) elements row vector p i .
From above equations (16), we can define submatrices for i,
Where a i (j) is the value that makes the sum of the row element s of Q equal to zero.
The CAC Algorithm
Channels are divided by three sub-channels. Designed G b and G a channels are dedicated for region B traffic and region A traffic, respectively. The shared channels can be used by either type of traffic. When a new user arrives in a cell, the proposed CAC algorithm decides acceptance or rejection based on each call's current resource occupancy, reservation partition, and dynamic guide channels. A new region B call is admitted if the number of existing region B calls is less than the number of guard channels G b for region B traffic. When the number of existing region B calls is greater than or equal to the number of guard channels G b for region A traffic, a new region B call is accepted when the total existing used channels are less than a predefined threshold. Hand-off region B calls are accepted as long as the channels are not full.
if region_B_new_call is requested if region_B_new_call is less than Gb Accept else if (existing used channels < Tb) Accept else Reject if region_B_handoff_call is requested if (existing used channels < C) then Accept else Reject
The Adaptive Resource Management
In our CAC algorithm described in chapter VI, we should compute G a , and G b . In this section, we describe how to decide reservation partition for region A and region B calls. These reservation partitions play a very important role in admission control and resource utilization, so that it is very critical problem to set these values properly. Each service call reservation partition is allocated with traffic behavior as well as fairness level. Each reservation partition has minimum channel pool to guarantee minimum resource to each service. Using minimum channel pool, it prevents all resources from being occupied by one service so that it can help to make Call Blocking Probability (CBP) ratio balance and achieve fairness for resource usage.
Initialization
Initial reservation partition for each class is proportionally allocated with the offered load per cell, which is defined as call generation rate * required bandwidth units * average call staying time in a cell. So, the much resource is allocated to class with larger offered load than class with small offered load. The minimum channel pools for each class is set as the same as initial reservation partition. The computations are given by the following equations.
where, α has the value between 0 and 1.
Adjustment
Based on CBP ratio, resource management algorithm works as follows. If CBP ratio is greater than threshold, the reservation partition for underprivileged class is incremented up to sum of resource for expecting on-going calls over next term and required resources for CBP fairness. The former is calculated by call's departure rate and the latter is done by call's arrival rate. The required resource for CBP fairness are defined as calls for CBP fairness * BU. The term calls for CBP fairness means the relative number of calls, which should be admitted to make current unfair CBP fairness equal or similar. To compute these calls, at first current available resource is accomplished. This calculation is based on current occupied resource. Once calculating this resource, the remaining resources are partitioned depending on CBP fairness level and offered traffic load. That is, the CBP fairness level has a great important role in deciding call admission during next term. For example, if the CBP unfairness is serious, the bandwidths accommodating all expected calls are to be allocated. On the contrary, if the CBP unfairness is light, bandwidths for admitting several calls among all expected calls are to be demanded. As a result, it is very important to predict the number of calls for getting adequate resources for CBP fairness. Once completing estimation, system calculates how many calls should be admitted in order to lower CBP of unprivileged calls up to current CBP of privileged calls. The detail procedures for this computation are as follows. In order to make CBP fair, the calls for CBP fairness are calculated by (1 -CBP of other service) * available resource. This concept is based on biased coin method [15] . That is, the CBP restricts to the admitted calls over next terms. So, the CBP fairness can be gradually achievable. For better understand, we take an example. We assume that the CBP of service i is 1/5 and CBP of service j is 1/4. And, the available resources are 20 units where offered traffic load of each class is given as 1 and 2, respectively. According to our algorithm, the acceptance threshold of service i and j in next interval are set to (1 -(1/4))* 20 * 1/3 = 5 and ( 1 -(1/5)) * 20 * 2/3 = 11, respectively. So, during next interval, 5 units are reserved for service i and 11 units are reserved for service j. The remaining 4 units are competed with two service class equally. Using this method, the CBP unfairness is gradually to be balanced.
If CBP_ratio > threshold and Then a_r = C -Ri Gi=Ri+(1-CBP_j)*a_r*o_load_i/o_load Gj=Rj+(1-CBP_i)*a_r*o_load_j/o_load Else Nothing is done
Numerical Results
The objective of this numerical analysis is to verify the excellency of new CAC algorithm and adaptive channel allocation method in mobile network environment using adaptive modulation compared to using fixed modulation with respect to call dropping probability. The system parameters used in numerical analysis are show in Table 1 . blocking probability (CBP) increases drastically over CBP th (0.3) in proportion to increase of traffic load (ρ). On the contrary, under AMC environment, CBP is kept below CBP th (0.3) until traffic load increase to the point of about 2.5. Fig. 5 shows that how our CAC scheme using adaptive resource management guarantees CBP th after some iterations. The figure indicates that our scheme is more efficient under high traffic load. For examples, at the first step of our CAC scheme, we also can not guarantee CBP th = 0.3, even in case of traffic load ( ρ = 0.5) as show in Fig. 5(a) , but after short iteration, CBP converges under CBP th . Fig. 5 (b) also reveals that CBP converges rapidly below CBP th (0.3) with ρ = 2.5 after 4 iterations of our algorithm, while no AMC shows that CBP is over 0.9. Fig. 6(a) , however, shows that CBP of region A seems not to be converged within the CBP th (0.3). It is because the traffic load is relatively higher than total channel capacity to handle input traffic. Namely, CBP for highly overloaded situation cannot be adjusted. Thus, we think that it is necessary to apply extra channel borrowing scheme from adjacent cells to solve this highly overload status. In Fig.  6(b) , we increase the traffic parameters until the CBP satisfies the CBP th . That is, we assume that cell capacity (C) increases from 15 to 21 by borrowing extra cell channels from adjacent cells because the available channels are absolutely deficient to meet CBP th . Fig. 6(b) shows that CBP converges very well below CBP th when channel borrowing scheme is used.
Conclusion
In this study we investigated the new CAC algorithm in wireless networks using adaptive modulation technique. The main concern of this work is to verify that the CAC model can offer better performance by using adaptive modulation technique that take into account user mobility property. The proposed method has been analyzed by conducting a two-dimensional Markov chain, and has been proven by using SOR solutions. Using numerical result, we demonstrated that our CAC scheme actually achieves resonable admitting probability regardless of traffic behavior. Adaptive modulation is a powerful technique to improve the spectral efficiency in wireless transmission over fading channels. Similarly, it is possible to apply the adaptive modulation technique to Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme in order to enhance network performance and satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.
